Exceptional Performance Boosts User Satisfaction

The new intranet is able to serve 40,000 users in under ten minutes

Summary
The U.S. Navy’s Sea Warrior Program Office needed to replace a group of legacy portals with a modern, consolidated solution. The Liferay platform helped deliver superior performance, personalized experiences and a one-stop shop for Navy career management.

In Brief

INDUSTRY: Government (Federal)
COUNTRY/REGION: United States
USE CASE: Intranet
KEY FEATURES: Single Sign On, Web Content Management, Role-Based Content Delivery

Challenges
- Site performance needed dramatic improvement
- Multiple legacy systems resulted in poor user experience
- New solution needed to work within Navy/Marine Corps intranet

Results

- FEDRAMP CERTIFICATION
  Achieved deployment in Amazon Gov Cloud
- BETTER WEB EXPERIENCE
  Improved web experience for 870,000 potential users
- ROLE-BASED PERSONALIZATION
  Homepages and permissions automatically personalized according to rank
- AWARD-WINNING SERVICE
  Won DoD CIO award for the integrated solution

"The ease with which Liferay works in the AWS environment and its system-friendly design has been a great help to us."
Adam Brown, IBR/Team Katmai, Senior Architect
A Personalized Navy Portal

My Navy Portal is an essential part of how the United States Navy helps its sailors manage their careers throughout their military service. It consolidates online human resources, education and training information in an interface that is personalized according to preferences and rank.

In 2014, the Navy wanted to expand the portal to users in the entire navy, rather than a small subset. This required opening up the system to 870,000 potential users, and the existing solution couldn’t deliver the necessary performance levels to make that a reality.

A large part of the problem was that the portal was composed of several different systems and databases. Finally, the Navy decided to move everything to a single solution that could meet their performance requirements and deliver a great digital experience. It chose the development team at Team Katmai to implement everything on the Liferay platform, which already had buy-in from commanders and captains because of its known name. The extensibility in Liferay, as well as the ample community support and paid support, were also key to selection.

Award-Winning Performance and FedRAMP Certification

Team Katmai’s first task was to do a complete rewrite of the codebase and re-architect the system for both better performance and an improved user experience.

One major advantage of Liferay was how easily it worked in the Amazon Web Services cloud environment. Team Katmai was able to receive FedRAMP certification for the portal and deploy it within the Amazon Government Cloud, and can now take advantage of AWS security and development tools.

The new portal launched with the ability to serve 40,000 sailors signing on at once within ten minutes, the site’s highest traffic level. When tested, the new Liferay portal held up to this spike in users. In the future, Team Katmai plans to increase performance so the site can handle 50,000 and higher users in less than two minutes over the Navy/Marine Corps intranet network.

The Department of Defense was so impressed with the new My Navy site that it awarded Team Katmai a CIO award, the first time this award has ever gone to a contractor.

User Satisfaction Jumps in a Restrictive Environment

The final product that Team Katmai delivered is still evolving. As the Navy comes up with new feature requests or changes to the UI, Team Katmai can quickly implement them without disrupting what users see. The Navy’s administrators are able to manage all content independently without getting involved on the technical side.

Users praise the new portal for its ease of use, visual design and stellar performance, which can be difficult to achieve with the security and network restrictions in the Navy/Marine Corps intranet. Team Katmai has plans for plugging in more external systems from other DoD interfaces so that My Navy Portal is a true one-stop shop for every Navy need.